Welcome to Biblical Hebrew! In order to speed up the first days of the course, we ask that students come with a basic knowledge of the Hebrew Alphabet. The links below, while meant for Modern Hebrew, are teaching the same alphabet, and will help you to get comfortable with the new letters.

The Aleph-Bet*: [http://hebrewverb.hul.huji.ac.il/newtest/run_swf.html](http://hebrewverb.hul.huji.ac.il/newtest/run_swf.html)

Youtube Videos:

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpovK3tVHHY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpovK3tVHHY)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkyYGNC4CDQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkyYGNC4CDQ)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ppIH1xvc_4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ppIH1xvc_4)

*The letters are the same, but the examples are mainly transliterations of English words, so they won’t be words you’ll meet in class.